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The complete resource to fun and easy fondue cooking -- an ideal entertaining guide.  Fondue is the

ideal way for enjoying the company of family and friends at a meal where everyone cooks. Featuring

a limitless variety of ingredients, flavors and cooking styles, fondue dishes are amazingly easy to

prepare.  There's a whole new world beyond the familiar cheese and chocolate fondues. Consider

the following: Hot oil fondues such as ginger beef fondue, zesty lime chicken, or tempura cauliflower

Savory broth fondues like Mongolian hot pot, honey garlic chicken fondue, or Thai pork fondue in

lemongrass broth.  For traditional recipes with a new spin or two: Emmentaler fondue with

caramelized shallots Cheddar cheese and beer fondue Decadent finishers like bittersweet chocolate

fondue, white chocolate and toffee, or cherries jubilee fondue.  Ilana Simon includes dozens of dips

and sauces specially designed to complement the 200 recipes in this book. Her menu-planning

suggestions, guide to using and maintaining different types of fondue pots, and tips and techniques

will turn a fondue meal into an event to remember.
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So many great recipes in here broken down by cheese, oil, frying, and dessert. I've made a few

recipes from here and I've loved every single one of them - gives great recommendations on what to

dip in the fondue you are making. Also has dips and sauces for appetizers and what not in the back

of the book.



If Richard Nixon was in office the last time you enjoyed a fondue dinner, time to revisit that 70s

cooking and entertaining phenomenon first credited to the Swiss. Ilana Simon's lastest edition of

The Fondue Bible offers much more than the traditional bread and cheese fondue, offering 200

creative recipes including fondues made from cheese, broth, savory oils, chocolate and fruit.

Fondue is the perfect solution for entertaining in a high-tech, low touch world because it affords a

great opportunity to actually socialize and have stimulating conversation gathered around the focal

point of the Fondue pot. Dust off that old fondue pot in the storage closet or go in search of a new

one, but get in on the fun of learning the versatile art of fondue!

I bought this book to go along with the fondue set my friend registered for for her bridal shower. She

loved it and uses it when she has company and makes fondue. The illustrations really bring the

recipes to life.

I.LOVE.THIS! The recipes are so good that I've been making fondue every week! My only gripe is

that they put all measurement in ounces and I personally wish they would be in cups but no biggie.

This cookbook has a nice spread of different things to try. Not overly helpful in method, with

cheeses that can be an issue. Good starter with a little help from the internet.

I have just decided to try making fondue at home, and this cookbook is AMAZING! It has tons of

recipes and so much information and tips to make things easier! I would definitely recommend this

to anyone trying fondue for the first time!

Super recipes for my upcoming fondue party! Best fondue recipes i've seen - the Classic Swiss

Cheese Fondue was a hit at home! Can't wait to try more cheese recipes!

I think this book is great. I love some of the broth recipes. I will be using this a lot more. Some really

different recipes that I can't wait to try.
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